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For over 210 years, PEUGEOT has unfailingly 
upheld a French manufacturing tradition of 
quality and inventiveness. Today, PEUGEOT is 
more focused than ever on designing sleekly 
styled vehicles affording drivers a sensory 
experience that goes beyond driving by 
heightening all the senses. From ergonomics to 
materials and connectivity, we have worked on 
each detail to bring you a more intuitive driving 
experience. More than anything, we wish to 
offer you the freedom to choose, because 
people have been and always will be our main 
focus.

Design 208 

Design e-208 

Full electric drive 

PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® 

Connectivity 

Semi-Autonomous Driving 

Engines

Personalisation
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ATHLETIC AND SENSUAL DESIGN 
The PEUGEOT 208 has a strong personality that shines through in its low, athletic silhouette, 
its long bonnet, and its sensual curves. Its sleek, pure lines are underscored by a contrasting 
Black Diamond roof1, glossy black wheel arches and window weatherstrips**, and diamond-cut 
wheel rims with inserts2.

(1)  Available as standard, optional, or unavailable depending on the version.
(2)  As standard or unavailable depending on the version.

BOLD AND DARING
The expressive front end of PEUGEOT 208 boasts a large chrome grille1, with 
a modern and breezy look with its full LED2 headlights with 3 claws and its 
LED2 DRL, always switched on. It is visible and recognisable in any 
circumstance. 

(1) As standard or unavailable depending on the version.
(2) Available as standard, optional, or unavailable depending on the version.
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WELL-CRAFTED AND EXPRESSIVE REAR END
The dynamic and well-sculpted rear end of the PEUGEOT 208 has 2 kinds of spoiler1, one to control 
fuel consumption and the other to improve performance on the road. The exhaust pipe also comes 
in chrome, for an even sportier look2.

(1)  As standard or unavailable depending on the version.
(2)  Available as standard on the GT and GT Pack versions.

LUMINOUS PRESENCE

The rear end has a distinctive style, with the glossy black1 cross strip, 
and is adorned with full LED* headlights with 3 claws. These are 
switched on, day and night, to make the vehicle more safe and 
noticeable.

(1) As standard or unavailable depending on the version.
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e-MOTION e-208

As silent as it is flexible and reactive on the road, the seductive 100% electric e-208 
knows how to please. It has maintained all of the features that made guaranteed 
your comfort and that of your passengers, with a boot volume equal to combustion 
engine versions. It has also picked up a few subtle details to set it apart and make it 
even more stylish.

STYLE DISTINCTIF

The e-208 stands out with its both exclusive and eye-catching 
modern and high-tech touches: its “e” monogram, its grille the 
same colour as the bodywork, glossy black wheel arches, and 
17”aluminium wheel rims making it more aerodynamic. Inside, 
the refined trim is made from Alcantara®/Gréval Grey cloth1.

(1) Standard or unavailable depending on the version.



DISCOVER THE FUN OF DRIVING A FULLY ELECTRIC VEHICLE

Once you get behind the wheel of the e-208, let yourself be carried away by the emotion of a silent, 
100% electric drive, and you can go anywhere you want, with arrange of 362 km*. To ensure you can 
get where you're going, you have several recharging options: at home, at work, or along the way. 

(1)  Up to 362 km (WLTP) with 16'' Class A+ tires

CONNECT & GO(1)

It's simple and practical to use your Smartphone** to pre-set the 
temperature for your e-208 (heating or air conditioning), to check the 
battery's charge, initiate recharging, or pre-plan your trips...without any 
problems.

(1) Connect and Go (not available at the moment in Cyprus)
(2)  Connect using the MyPeugeot app available with connected navigation 

(not available at the moment in Cyprus)

8
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THE ENERGISING PEUGEOT 
i-COCKPIT® 3D

Inside, discover the latest-generation 
PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® 3D1. Experience agile and 
intuitive driving with the compact steering 
wheel with built-in controls2, the configurable 
3D Digital Instrument panel*, the large 10” HD 
touch screen** and the 7 “Toggle Switches”3

(1)  Standard or unavailable depending on the version.
(2)  Available as standard, optional, or unavailable 
depending on the version.
(3)  Aircraft-type pulsed switches.

ULTRA ALLURING 
INTERIOR

With comfortable, deep, and adjustable 
front seats, high-quality materials, and top 
stitching on the trim, you will feel calm and 
at ease. You can customize your interior 
ambiance with the 8-colour polyambient 
chromatic pack1 for an even more modern 
look. 

(1) Standard or unavailable depending on the version.



FUN AND INTUITIVE TOUCHSCREEN
The large 10” HD1 touchscreen can be controlled2 using voice recognition, the steering column 
controls, or its 7 buttons. And with the e-208's screen, you can also watch a real time technical 
animation of how the powerchain is working. 

(1)  As standard, cost option or unavailable according to version. 

(2)  Preferably when the vehicle is completely stationary.

DIGITAL 3D INSTRUMENT PANEL
The Digital Instrument Panel1, with its futuristic 3D holographic screen, sits right 
at your eye-level. Information about the vehicle and about driving performance is 
displayed legibly on 2 levels based on its importance or urgency (safety, driver 
assistance, navigation). You set the display to show the information you want at 
all times.

(1) Standard or unavailable depending on the version. 

11



BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING 

Show off the scenery to your passengers like they've never seen 
it before with the Cielo1 panoramic roof, which runs all the way 
back to the rear seats and provides plenty of light and a 
panoramic view of the sky.

(1) As an option or not available, depending on the version.

12
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ULTRA CONNECTED!

You set the display to show the information you want at all times With the Connected Navigation Pack 
including Real-time Traffic and Danger Zones by TomTom Services* The Mirror Screen** feature allows you to 
use the touchscreen to access your favourite apps from your Smartphone, as long as they are compatible with 
Apple CarPlay™, MirrorLink®, or Android Auto.

* TomTom services can display all essential driving information in real time: real-time traffic, petrol stations, parking, weather, local searches and danger 
zones by TomTom Services (depending on country legislation). All of these services come with a 3-year subscription which can be extended or 
subsequently renewed online for a fee.
**Only certified Android Auto, Apple CarPlay™ applications will operate when the vehicle is stopped or during driving, as appropriate. While driving, some app 
functionalities will be blocked. Some types of content that may be free of charge on your smartphone require a paid subscription to an equivalent certified 
Android Auto, Apple CarPlayTM application. The Mirror Screen feature works via either Android Auto (for Android smartphones) Apple CarPlay™ (for iOS 
smartphones) you have a mobile and internet contract.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Up front, there is a clever storage compartment with a built-in 
induction charger1 to hold your Smartphone2. There are also several 
USB3 sockets around the interior for your passengers’ portable devices.

(1)  Qi 1.1 standard wireless recharging available as an option or unavailable depending on the version. 
(2)  Based on Smartphone compatibility.
(3)  Up to 4 sockets, depending on the version.
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MOVING TOWARDS SEMI-
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

With the PEUGEOT 208, you have a number of 
smart and secure assistants. The PEUGEOT 
Drive Assist Plus1 marks the beginning of the era 
of intelligent, semi-autonomous driving thanks 
to its on-board cameras and radar. It tracks your 
trajectory and helps you stay on the road, 
recognises road signs, speed limits, and safe 
following distances, stopping the car if needed, 
and restarting it automatically. 

There are driving and manoeuvring aids to help 
guide you. Road sign recognition, blind spot 
monitoring, and a lane departure warning 
system help make your vehicle more safe. 
Finally, the Visiopark 1 system with its 180° 
camera and Park Assist2 help to make your 
everyday life easier.

(1)  Standard, optional, or unavailable depending on the version.

(2)  Active parallel or angle parking assistance - Available as an 
option or unavailable, depending on the version. 

15
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CHOOSE WHATEVER 
ENGINE OR MOTOR YOU 
WANT

The 208 boasts the  modular and multi-
energy CMP1/eCMP2 platform, offering you 
the freedom to choose between a petrol 
engine, a diesel engine, or an electric motor. 
Optimised road holding, handling, 
soundproofing, and insulation, along with a 
reduced overall weight help to limit CO2 
emissions, all while giving you an intense 
driving experience! 

The e-208 also makes the most of the 
eCMP2 platform's technical advances, which 
have optimised its architecture, freeing up 
as much boot space as a combustion engine 
car, and maintaining the same driver's 
position.

(1)  Common Modular Platform: Common Modular Platform.
(2)  Electric Common Modular Platform: Electric Common Modular 

Platform.
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IMPROVED ENGINES

The latest generation Euro 6 Puretech & BlueHDi 
engines, available for combustion engine 208 
versions, are efficient and high-performance, 
ready to give you an intense driving experience. 
More economical thanks to their optimised fuel 
consumption, these engines are also equipped 
with the Stop & Start system. 

* FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSIONS 
Estimated data, given for information only, subject to approval
WLTP(1) values: Fuel consumption 4.2 to 5.9 in combined cycle, 4.7 
to 7.5 at low speed, 4 to 6 at average speed, 3.6 to 5.1 at high 
speed and 4.6 to 6 at very high speed WLTP (l/100 km)– CO2 
emissions (combined) WLTP: 109 to 134 (g/km).
(1) the fuel consumption and CO2 values given meet the WLTP 
certification (EU regulation 2017/948). From 1 September 2018, new   
vehicles are accepted based on the test procedure harmonised 
worldwide for light vehicles (WLTP), which is a new  , more realistic 
test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 
This WLTP procedure completely replaces the new   European 
driving cycle (NEDC), which was the previously-used test procedure. 
Since the test conditions were more realistic, fuel consumption and 
CO2 emissions measured according to the WLTP procedure are, in 
many cases, higher than those measured according to the NEDC 
procedure. The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions values may 
vary according to specific equipment, options and types of tyre. 
Contact your sales outlet for more information. For further 
information, please visit the PEUGEOT website specific to your 
country.
 

HIGH-TECH AUTOMATIC 
GEARBOX

Once you've experienced how smooth and 
efficient the automatic EAT81 gearbox with paddle 
shifters on the steering column and with impulse 
selector you won't be able to stop thinking about 
trying it again! 
Fast and smooth, it shifts from gear to gea and 
provide real driving pleasure. 

(1) EAT8 : Efficient Automatic Transmission 8 automatic 8-speed 
gearbox - Available depending on the engine or motor.



ELECTRIFY YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE!

Enjoy a moving and unforgettable driving experience in a cocoon of silence1 and 
well-being thanks to the powerful 100 kW2 motor (136 hp) and the 260 Nm of 
torque from 0 km/h.

(1)  However, take care to remain in control of your vehicle and be aware of your environment which may not be accustomed 
to silent vehicles.
(2)  Battery range up to 362 km WLTP with 16'' Class A+ tires - Combined CO2 Emissions: 0g in road testing.

CHOOSE YOUR DRIVING STYLE
With the Peugeot e-208, you can choose between three driving modes: ECO, 
NORMAL, and SPORT1, depending on your wants and needs. In Brake mode, 2 levels 
of engine braking2 are available, allowing you to recharge your battery while 
decelerating.  

(1)  ECO : range optimisation - NORMAL: optimal comfort – SPORT: performance and sensation (0 to 100 km/h in 8.1 s).
(2)  Moderate or increased battery recharging. 

19
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USEFUL AND AGREEABLE

The many practical and ingenious accessories 
designed for the Peugeot 208 help to increase your 
well-being and safety on the road. With the 
PEUGEOT e-208, you can also discover a range of 
specific “Electric” accessories. 

21

1. Indoor parking cover
2. e-P21 floor mat
3. Roof-mounted bicycle rack
4. e-P21 recharging station
5. Seat covers
6. Sunblinds

1

2

3 5 64



 MODERN INTERIOR AMBIENCE
 The trim for the PEUGEOT 208 range was selected for its elegance, 
quality, and durability. Each version stands apart with its own finish, 
with overstitching on fabric, TEP, or leaner*, creating a unique feel 
that will make you feel right at home. 

*  Optional with the  GT Leather and other materials: for details about the leather trim, please refer to the 
technical specifications available from the point of sale or on the website: www.peugeot.com.cy

1.  Blue Para Fabric(1)

2.  Black Pneuma Fabric(2)

3.  Black TEP & Cozy Fabric(3)

4.  Black TEP & Capy Fabric(4)

5.  Black Full Grain Leather(5)

6.  Alcantara Mistral / Black TEP & Technical Meshl(6)

(1)  Standard with Access trim.

(2)  Standard with Active trim.

(3)  Standard with Allure and Allure Pack trim.

(4)  Standard with GT trim.

(5)  Optional with GT and GT Pack trim.
(6)  Standard with GT Pack trim.

1 2

3 4

5 6
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 LAPA 15" hubcap*  PLAKA 16" hubcap*  TAKSIM 16’’ aluminum wheel rim**  ELBORN 16’’ aluminum wheel rim***  SOHO 16’’ aluminum wheel rim*

 SHAW 17’’ aluminum wheel rim***
 BRONX 17’’ aluminum wheel rim** CAMDEN 17’’ aluminum wheel rim*

Bianca White(1) Cumulus Grey(2) Platinum Grey(2) Nera Black(2)

Faro Yellow(2) Vertigo Blue(3) Elixir Red(3) Pearl White(4)

A RANGE OF BOLD 
COLOURS

 The  PEUGEOT 208 really stands out with its 
striking bodywork colours! Choose from a 
range of lively and original colours, or choose 
something more muted and elegant. 

(1)  Non-metallic colour.
(2)  Metallic colour.
(3)  Three-layer with clearcoat.

(4)  Pearlescent colour.

PURE FORM 

To perfect the look of your car, choose 
between 15” and 16” hubcaps, 16” 
painted or diamond-cut aluminum wheel 
rims or 17” wheel rims with inserts.

* As standard or not available, depending on the version.
** As an option or unavailable depending on the version.
*** Standard, optional, or unavailable for the e-208.
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